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Abstract
Learning Analytics provides better learning platform by finding creative ways for the students
and helping in providing better opportunities for the students to overcome their learning issues.
It helps in improving the level of satisfaction a student can derive from an intelligent e-learning
system by providing good visualization criterion for the teachers and tutors which aids in the
student’s progress and helps them decide on their courses and learning content, thereby
enhancing the teaching level as well.
In this Thesis, a Learning Analytics Framework is developed for Analytics Reports on MathBridge. This Framework is useful in visualizing the Exam Results of the students using MathBridge. The precursor to developing this LA Framework was to migrate all the data and
structures from Derby to MySQL since the legacy system issues in Math-Bridge. This in turn
increased the System’s Performance comparatively.

The Math-Bridge tutoring system is made effective with the development of this Learning
Analytics Framework which can be enhanced to fit the entire system and provide better and
faster results to the users due to non-complicated code structure and use of Java Platform; this
Framework presents at hand an efficient and effective system in place, which can take over
other such e-learning systems in future.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Math-Bridge is an intelligent adaptive e-Learning platform for online courses in mathematics. It
was developed in order to help students with the courses taught in Universities in Europe. MathBridge is multi-lingual technology-based educational solution and has access to the biggest
collection of semantically annotated learning objects (LOs) for mathematics. Math-Bridge
provides ways to create courses that can be customized, provides support to student using
student’s models knowledge, thereby enabling a better means of education and effective learning
techniques.
Math-Bridge also allows the tutors and teachers to help the students and track their individual
progresses with the reporting tools. Based on their requirements, the students/teachers can
handpick and design the courses in order to fill in the gaps of students who want to improve in a
particular area/multiple areas also repeat the exercises when necessary. Math-Bridge offers a
complete solution for organizing technology-enhanced learning (TEL) of mathematics on
individual-, course- and/or university level.
Math-Bridge helps in addressing the problems by applying a range of techniques from the fields
of Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Adaptive Hypermedia, Semantic Web and TEL. The result of
these efforts is the e-Learning platform for bridging courses with a number of unique features. It
brings together content from different European sources and offers it in a unified way.
Math-Bridge has works on these objectives: 1. To collect and harmonize high-quality remedial
content developed by experts in bridging-level mathematics and make this content Webaccessible; 2. To enable cross-cultural and multi-lingual presentation of this content, thus,

promoting its reuse across the borders; 3. To motivate the technological reuse of the content by
implementing it in a shareable format and enriching it with metadata based on open standards; 4.
To offer different types of personalized access to the content, thus supporting multiple usage
scenarios of the platform: from individual exploratory e-Learning to classroom-based knowledge
training and testing; 5. To foster the platform adoption by increasing its usability not only for
students, but also for other stakeholders, including teachers and university officials. [6]
Figure 1.1 presents the complete procedure of content transformation, step-by-step. The resulting
database of remedial content is available as a collection of individual LOs, transformed into the
OMDoc format for mathematical documents (Kohlhase 2006) and provided with metadata.

Figure 1.1: procedure of content transformation [6]

The total number of LOs in the Math-Bridge content base is around 11,000. Table 1.1 presents
the details of this content base broken down by LO type.

Table 1.1: LO Types in Math-Bridge

The content collections of Math-Bridge consist of multiple Los, that link to each other by
multiple relations. Both, the attributes describing LOs and the relations linking them together are
specified via various metadata. This metadata elements can are:
• Descriptive metadata used for administrative, cataloguing and licensing purposes; represented
mainly using the Dublin Core standard (DCMI 1999).
• Pedagogical metadata helping authors to specify multiple educational properties of LOs;
adopted and extended from IEEE LOM and IMS LD standards (IEEE 2002; IMS 2003).

• Semantic metadata connecting different LOs to one another; partially relaying on OMDoc and
SKOS standards (Kohlhase 2006; Miles and Bechhofer 2009).
Now, speaking of Math-Bridge, the next important topic to know is Learning Analytics since
Math-Bridge was implemented to help make Learning better. Learning analytics is the
measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for
purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs.
Learning analytics (LA) is a multi-disciplinary field involving machine learning, artificial
intelligence, information retrieval, statistics, and visualization. Learning analytics (LA) is a
multi-disciplinary field involving machine learning, artificial intelligence, information retrieval,
statistics, and visualization. LA is also a field in which several related areas of research in TEL
converge. These include academic analytics, action research, educational data mining,
recommender systems, and personalized adaptive learning.
The overall LA process is an iterative cycle and is generally carried out in three major steps: (1)
data collection and pre-processing, (2) analytics and action, and (3) post-processing.
Data collection and pre-processing: Educational data is the foundation of the LA process. The
first step in any LA effort is to collect data from various educational environments and systems.
This step is critical to the successful discovery of useful patterns from the data.
Analytics and action: Based on the pre-processed data and the objective of the analytics exercise,
different LA techniques can be applied to explore the data in order to discover hidden patterns
that can help to provide a more effective learning experience. The analytics step does not only
include the analysis and visualization of information, but also actions on that information.
Taking actions is the primary aim of the whole analytics process. These actions include
monitoring, analysis, prediction, intervention, assessment, adaptation, personalization,
recommendation, and reflection.
Post-processing: For the continuous improvement of the analytics exercise post-processing is
fundamental. It can involve compiling new data from additional data sources, refining the data
set, determining new attributes required for the new iteration, identifying new indicators/metrics,
modifying the variables of analysis, or choosing a new analytics method. [13]

Figure 1.2: LA Iterative Process [13]

Learning Analytics development in Math-Bridge is difficult because of a legacy technology
issue, which means that new developments becomes very difficult due to its old framework and
the technologies it makes use of. Math-Bridge uses a time-honored database system called
“Derby”. It is a relational database model built in Java and uses Embedded Framework. MathBridge and Derby work hand-in-hand as a single unit of operation and this thesis works towards
separating Math-Bridge from Derby and give the system a makeover and have it use MySQL
database to perform its operations.
This objective of this thesis came up due to these major issues with Derby database:
a) It is very slow in nature.
b) It does not perform as required when multiple users are accessing the system at the same time
and hence inefficient.
c) Since Derby is an ancient piece of work, there are not many resources available to treat it if
any issue arises.

This is the basic motivation for my thesis topic.

1.2. Problem Description
As Explained above, there are big disadvantages if Learning Analytics Framework is to be
developed upon Math-Bridge because of its legacy technologies in use. Math-Bridge uses
Apache Derby for storing the system data, which uses a very old Framework and is not
structured. Though easy to install and use, Apache Derby is not exactly the go-to database when
it comes to handling huge data and multiple requests at the same time.
Maverick is another Java Framework that makes accessing of Math-Bridge possible by providing
a platform to send input data and receive output data from and to the Math-Bridge system. It is
through Maverick that the entire processing of information in Math-Bridge takes place and hence
it is an integral part of the system. Maverick is essential for the Reporting tools and performing
any UI related tasks on Math-Bridge.
On top of these two old technologies, there is also another legacy program called mybatis that is
made use of in Math-Bridge. The usage of mybatis can be seen using an example as follows: 1.
Math-Bridge user, a teacher would like to access the student’s reports and see his activity,
thereby clicks on the Reporting Tool. 2. The Reporting Tool invokes Maverick and sends a
request asking for it to perform a specific set of instructions and get the necessary information
about the student’s activity. 3. Maverick then sends a command to Java Controller, which in turn
calls mybatis program to get the needed data from Apache Derby using XML coding. 4. The data
is then returned on a XML file from mybatis to Maverick, which is then sent back to the UI in
Math-Bridge, the Reporting Tool visualizes and displays the data that is returned.
And that is where the main crunch of this Thesis comes into play.

1.3. Summary of the approach
The Thesis is carried out in this below approach:

Step 1- Data Migration from Apache Derby to MySQL: The data from Apache Derby is taken
and the entire database structure is maintained and replicated into MySQL. The data is
transferred into local host and then tested using a java application to check that MySQL data.
Step 2- Implementation of a Learning Analytics Framework: A new Learning Analytics
Framework is built that frees Math-Bridge from unnecessary complications and calculations and
XML conversions involved internally due to an additional ‘mybatis’ program. With this new
Framework, Math-Bridge can directly contact MySQL through Java and get the necessary data
for its reporting tool, thereby enhancing the capability of Math-Bridge and making it faster to
produce results on the user’s end.
Step 3- Piloting the Learning Analytics Framework: The Learning Analytics Framework is
implemented for providing the user’s activities in Math-Bridge and the exercise browsing. This
LA is tested and evaluated by using both Apache Derby’s and MySQL’s data and that of the new
version and old version of the user interface.

1.4. Structure of the thesis
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to Math-Bridge, what the problem currently in Math-Bridge
is, how is the problem is approached to be solved, and the structure of the thesis. Chapter 2
introduces several research fields relevant to the topic of this thesis, including Intelligent
Tutoring Systems, Learning Analytics and Educational Data Storage. Chapter 3 talks in detail
about Math-Bridge, describing the existing systems and Math-Bridge architecture and its
reporting Tool. Chapter 4 gives a detailed description of the approach, data migration from
Derby to MySQL, the procedure and the problems and its evaluation. Chapter 5 talks in details
about the Learning Analytics Framework, its architecture, development and implementation, and
an Example Report built using this Framework. Chapter 6 is the conclusion chapter which details
about the contribution of this thesis, limitation of the thesis and the future works that this thesis
can lead to.

Chapter 2
Related technologies

2.1 Intelligent Tutoring Systems

ITSs are computer applications that support highly interactive, personalized, tutor-like
instruction. The goal of ITSs is to simulate an individual tutor who closely follows students’
progress, understands their current strengths and difficulties, and provides timely feedback in the
form of hints and explanations.
ITSs do that by relying on different technologies from the fields of Artificial Intelligence and
Cognitive Psychology. ITSs maintain several rigorous models that represent the knowledge (or
expertise) necessary for performing meaningful tutoring:
-a domain model defines a set of elementary knowledge components (e.g. concepts) that a
student needs to master;
-a learner model (usually a subset - or an overlay - of the domain model) helps an ITS to keep
track of what the learner knows;
-a tutoring model formalizes the necessary pedagogical principles and strategies to make
intelligent decisions on how to best maintain the tutoring process.
-an interface model controls the interaction of a learner with an ITS. [14]

Intelligent tutoring systems provide individual person-to-person tutoring services and help make
learning better and easier. It is proven to be effective and efficient when compared to traditional
methods of learning.
Also, with such systems comes the ease for having trained professionals to do the teaching tasks
at hand; thereby increasing the productivity tremendously. The professionals are only required to
keep track of the progress of the students and provide help when needed.
Previously with the traditional e-learning approaches, it was all directed in order to have the
topics defined even before the student gets to interact with the system. This is however not the
case with Intelligent Tutoring Systems and a lot of manpower is reduced.
That being said, there is also an advantage that the course can be designed pertaining to the
student’s knowledge level and what topics he or she needs improvements on. That is what is
called as ‘Student Modeling’ in ITS (Intelligent Tutoring Systems). According to Woolf [1],
these systems include many features or models such as, ‘Domain Knowledge Modeling’,
‘Student Modeling’, ‘Pedagogical/Instruction Modeling’ and ‘Problem Solving/Task
Environment’. This can be seen from the below diagram:

Figure 2.1: shows features of the ITS [14]
‘Domain Knowledge’: Since it is very well known that an Expert can be in only a particular
field or a domain. This feature tries to understand and evaluate the performance Expertise in one
particular Domain and models based on that expert skills and could be made use of in producing
results of expert behavior.

‘Student Modeling’: It is the important type of modeling in ITS. As mentioned above, ITS
revolves around creating a model suiting the needs and necessities of a student and thereby
making the life of students easier and making their learning effective. This plays an important
role in decision making in an ITS as well, because the tutor or a teacher is obliged to make
suggestions or provide feedback based on a student model only. Self (1988)[] had stated the 6
different roles played by a student model: Corrective, Elaborative, Strategic, Diagnostic,
Predictive, Evaluative. These functionalities come in handy when designing a tutor model in an
ITS and in applying the student model as well.
‘Pedagogical or Instruction Modeling’: This feature is a derivative of student Modeling as it
takes student model as input, wherein the Tutor Model / Teacher Model is developed based on
the student model and decisions are made based on the results from the student model and confer
to the student’s needs.
‘Task Environment’: This is the environment in which student users are allowed to take on
varied problem solving activities. The results from this environment are then evaluated along
with the domain knowledge component, which basically results in providing knowledge on
expert level of problem solving. Then with this evaluation, a student model with each of the
student’s knowledge is developed and kept track of. At the end, the pedagogical model provides
results based on the student model evaluation and thereby the instructional actions can be taken.
However the ITS is built, based on the assumptions that Student Model is an extremely good
approximate of what and how the student would interact with the system and the actions are tried
to be reproduced by prediction mechanisms. The ITS, also tries to improve the student’s
knowledge the same way a teach would and such an ITS can be made use of in any educational
system to aid the students and also the tutors.
Adaptive Learning is the process of learning wherein the system adapts to the particular student’s
choices and responses based on his/her needs. Very officially put, it is defined as follows:
“Digital learning systems are considered adaptive when they can dynamically change to
better suit the learning in response to information collected during the course of learning
rather than on the basis of preexisting information such as a learner’s gender, age, or
achievement test score.

Adaptive learning systems use information gained as the learner

works with them to vary such features as the way a concept is represented, its difficulty,
the sequencing of problems or tasks, and the nature of hints and feedback provided.” [4]
An Adaptive Learning System in itself is aimed at providing better learning experience because,
with the way it adapts to each of the student’s personal needs and continues to do the same and
thereby making better assessments which can be useful for the tutors/teachers to understand the
student’s needs and problem areas and in turn helping them achieve the intended goals.
The below diagram shows the different components of an Adaptive Learning System:

Figure 2.2 shows the Adaptive Learning Systems components, referred from [5]
The above Figure 2.2 shows the 4 components that affect the Adaptive Learning Systems
according to this program are Content/Tools, Delivery, Search & Retrieval, and Quality of
Service. There are numerous researches going on in these areas.
Content: talks about the varied components of the system, their interoperability and
transformations.
Delivery: this concentrates of how the data is being delivered, how it’s managed or stored.
Search & Retrieval: tells how much the system is helpful to the teachers, being interactive with
the students, provide intelligible outputs and assessments.

Quality of Service: tells how robust the system is, how it could be integrated or collaborated with
other systems and provide a high performance. Referred from [5]

2.2 Learning Analytics
”Learning Analytics is about collecting traces that learners leave behind and using those traces to
improve learning.” [2]
“the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for
purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs” [3]
Learning Analytics:


It helps in improving the level of satisfaction a student can derive from an e-learning
system and help them get prepared for future studies.



It can help find creative ways in order to provide better learning platform for the students
by forecasting the results of the students and helping in providing better opportunities for
the students to overcome their learning issues.



It provides better visualization criteria for the tutors to help with their student’s progress
and help them decide on their courses and learning content, thereby enhancing the
teaching level as well.

There are different ways in which learning analytics process can be visualized. Here is one such
form.

Figure 2.3: LA Process Cycle [16]
The LA cycle begins from the learners, who generate data, which is processed into metrics,
which are used to inform interventions, which in turn affect learners. The learners may be
students in a traditional higher education setting or in less formal contexts. The data can include
demographic information, online activity, assessment data and final destination data. The metrics
can be presented in a wide range of ways: from a simple indication of whether learning progress
is being made to a comparison of outcomes to some benchmark, or a visual picture of activity in
an online forum. The interventions again range widely, from students taking action in the light of
metrics showing their activity compared to that of their peers, to teachers contacting students
identified as requiring some particular extra help. [16]

The six dimensions of the proposed LA framework are (cf. Figure 2.4): stakeholders, objectives,
data, instruments, external constraints, and internal limitations. [15]

Figure 2.4: Dimensions of LA [15]

2.3 Educational data storage
The data that helps in aiding with the learning of a student, that provides information to the
tutor/teacher to analyze and derive insight and help them provide better assessment and teaching
to the students. This data is of different types: profile related information, predicted data based
on student behavior modeling, individual results and course information of the students, his/her
success/failure rate, attendance information, etc.
The above mentioned educational data is stored either locally or on an external system in order to
help each student individually based on their respective data collected from multiple resources;
thereby helping the students learn better. It also helps the tutors make appropriate assessments
based on the respective data and hence enable them to provide effective and efficient teaching
methods specific for each student.

Educational data mining (EDM) is the process in which all the data specified above and stored
on a system are all collected together and are analyzed using data mining approaches and are
used to help in the overall learning process of a student. EDM and LA go hand-in-hand when it
comes to student data modeling. As seen previously, LA does nothing but analyzes the already
collected data by applying certain methods and algorithms of data mining, certain machine
learning logics and scientific measures and this is then used in predicting and aiding the student’s
learning experience.
EDM also is used to do the same, where the data is analyzed and some valuable insights are
obtained by prediction mechanism. EDM uses multiple methods in order to perform the
Prediction process like: Classification/Regression, Knowledge Tracing approaches, etc.
The difference between them can be seen by the way both EDM and LA are derived and
modeled. EDM used automated and mathematical algorithms for prediction of the data whereas
LA uses hypothetical and reasonable methods of prediction; thereby creating a complete
understanding of the system. Thus, clearly LA leads to a better approach towards making
tutor/teacher understand the student data better.
Now, speaking of Educational Data, DataShop1 was developed by the Pittsburgh Science of
Learning Center (PSLC), which is mainly used in storage of the educational data acting like a
repository. This repository is used to store all the student data and the information and
assessment details of all students. This data is also used for analysis purposes by means of
reporting tools.
This is a free storage available for storing different types of data that are from varied sources like
e-learning tools, visualization and other reporting tools and other ITS tools. DataShop can be
accessed freely and by only creating a free account, one gets a chance to do data exploratory
analysis among the data in the repository.

1

https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/

This is what the PSLC claims that DataShop is capable of and what DataShop has been used for:
“ Toward collecting data in a uniform format, we have developed a standard XML logging
format and two logging libraries (one in Flash ActionScript, the other in Java) to write this XML.
Data can also be imported using a similar tab-delimited format. After importing data or logging
the data to the DataShop database, the DataShop web application can help you start exploratory
data analysis with tools for common learning science analyses.
You can also export data for further manipulation and analysis in other tools. Researchers have
utilized DataShop to explore learning issues in a variety of educational domains. These include,
but are not limited to, collaborative problem solving in Algebra (Rummel, Spada, Diziol, 2007),
self-explanation in Physics (Hausmann & VanLehn , 2007), the effectiveness of worked
examples and polite language in a Stoichiometry tutor (McLaren, Lim, Yaron, & Koedinger,
2007) and the optimization of knowledge component learning in Chinese (Pavlik, Presson, &
Koedinger , 2007). “[7]
What makes DataShop special for Educational Data Storage- these 3Attributes says why. In
DataShop, the data is 1) fine-grained: contains student data in the tiniest detail possible including
all the interactions between the system, 2) longitudinal: wherein all the data from the start to the
end in the entire span of the course is available, 3) extensive: which by the word itself means it
consists of a huge number of data useful for the educational data mining and analysis.
Using DataShop tools, one can perform exploratory data analysis as mentioned above in the
below ways:


Datasets: DataShop provides certain datasets to work with like certain measurements,
information on student performance and student numbers which can be modeled into
various ways to make intelligible analysis out of it.



Reports: DataShop also has tools that give many reports useful for analysis purposes. It is
possible to get reports on anything the student does with the system like exercise
answered/failed/passed, his/her responses for the questions, etc.



Profiler for Performance analysis: as the name suggests, DataShop provides with a
Profiler tool to have an eye on the student’s performance at different depths possible.
Here is an example of how the Profiler looks from the system. Figure 2.5 shows a chart

of the average Error Rate with incorrect entries, hints, correct entries by a student;
thereby producing the Error Rate that is valuable for assessing his/her Performance.


Learning Curve: this does the prediction aspect in DataShop, where there are multiple
visuals provided in order to track how the student learns in the system, how his/her
performance varies with time, error rates as described before too. This example below
shows us an example of one such a visualization provided by DataShop. Figure 2.6
depicts the learning curve of a student with the error rate with some values that were
predicted. Above data were inspired and referred from [8].

Figure 2.5 shows a chart of the average Error Rate, referred from [8]

Figure 2.6 depicts the learning curve of a student with the error rate with some values that were
predicted. The solid curve represents the actual values; each point is an average across all
students and knowledge components for the given opportunity. The dashed curve represents the
predicted curve values, based on the Learning Factor Analysis (LFA) model [9], a variant of
Item Response Theory. Referred from [8].

Chapter 3
Math-Bridge

3.1 Short description
“Math-Bridge is an e-Learning platform for online courses in mathematics” [6]
According to a research it was found out that the number of students that drop out of universities
was getting higher in Europe and hence Math-Bridge was developed to help student fill their
gaps in studies Europe-wide, using personalized online courses and are available in multiple
languages.

3.1.1 Existing systems Vs Math-Bridge


The existing systems are not personalized and hence cannot cater to the individual
student needs and area of study.



They are not all multi-lingual and are difficult to predict new information to provide a
better learning experience.



They are easily accessible and understandable to all students and thus cannot specifically
help in their improvements; thereby also making it difficult for tutors to provide a better
teaching experience since they are less interactive.

3.1.2 Math-Bridge Content
All the content for the Math-Bridge tool comes from varied sources. These are as follows:



Tampere University of Technology



Universität Wien, mathe online: www.mathe-online.at



Universität Kassel, VEMA: www.mathematik.uni-kassel.de/~vorkurs/



Open Universiteit Nederland: www.voorwis.ou.nl:1025/nkbw_data/nkbw/



DFKI: Bruchrechnung: demo.activemath.org



Universität des Saarlandes: www.leactivemath.org

An example of the Math-Bridge content page looks like this.

Figure 3.1 shows the Math-Bridge content [6]

Figure 3.2: Course generation in Math-Bridge: 1) Click the button “Create a Course” in the “My
Courses” widget of the Dashboard; 2) Choose one of the six course generation scenarios; 3)
Select one or more target topics; 4) Name the course. [6]

3.2 Architecture

Math-Bridge is delivered as a Web Container using Apache Tomcat. Tomcat manages all the
GET/POST requests from users of Math-Bridge and manages the entire load in its server.

Math-Bridge uses a platform called, ‘Maverick’ which is used for web development and uses a
Model-View-Controller (MVC) type of implementation. This makes it easier for sending
requests from the client to database and it returns intelligible data view to the user.
The below diagram, Figure 3.3 of the Math-Bridge Architecture shows how all the interactions
are performed in the system. This was developed by the MetaMath, Mathgear group by Michael
Dietrich (from DFKI).

Student Model

Figure 3.3: Math-Bridge Architecture Flow, Referred from [10]
In this model, the Client (a student) enters into the system his/her credentials and is able to
access Math-Bridge. Once the student’s contents are verified, he/she is able to either create a
new course or do an exercise. Based on this choice, either a course is generated from the MathBridge content-base system or an exercise is created with both content and diagnosis systems
databases and is presented to the student. The student’s history is stored in history database.

The next diagram, Figure 3.4 shows the layered architecture of Math-Bridge. This is again
developed by MetaMath, Mathgear group by Michael Dietrich (from DFKI). It consists of varied
components as follows:


Web Layer: The top-most layer of the architecture, which is certainly implements and
handles the presentation elements for the user and it, is how the user interacts with MathBridge. It uses Apache Velocity2, HTML 5/ JavaScript for user interface presentation,
HTML/MathML for formula presentation.



Core: handles all the necessary functions in Math-Bridge like System startup, loading of
configuration, loading of contents, Building search-index, Initializing of all components.
This component uses Apache Tomcat (Web Container), Java (Programming language),
and Databases (Apache Derby), Core/Learner History/Notes as main technologies to
perform its tasks.



Events: This component’s main usage lies in providing Asynchronous communication
between components, Subscribe or Un-Subscribe or Publish tasks from/to Math-Bridge.
It basically runs of Java and XMLRPC.



Content DB: It is mainly used for Storage and deliverance of Mathematical content and
for Building Search Indices in Math-Bridge and runs primarily on Java, Apache
Lucerne3 to perform search operations and OMDoc4 sometimes for delivering
Mathematical content and representing Knowledge databases.

2

http://velocity.apache.org/

3

https://lucene.apache.org/

4

http://www.omdoc.org/



Content: All the Java based Content are handled here by using certain operations like
Load, Delete, Copy, Save. It makes use of JDOM5 for these operations.



Presentation: This component uses XSL and Saxon XSLT and Xquery Processor6 to
perform User Interface related tasks that outputs varied content in HTML from the
OMDoc data available in Content DB.



User: As the name suggests, all the user roles and data are modeled here using Java. This
user includes all who enters the system like a student, tutor, teacher, course admin.



Learner Model: This Model component uses Java to store all the user history information
including the performance tracking, exercises completed or not completed as well as the
learner knowledge and error rate.



Exercises: This component does nothing but Exercise Related stuff like- completed or
not completed, attempted exercises, student’s responses to exercises, task
accomplishments, etc. using Java.



Tutorial Component: This particular component comes in handy for the Tutors and
Teachers in the system since it has the entire information specific to a student and
thereby is capable of creating personalized courses.

5

http://www.jdom.org

6

http://saxon.sourceforge.net/

Figure 3.4: Layered Architecture of Math-Bridge, referred from [10]

3.3 Reporting Tool

The reporting tool in Math-Bridge is used specifically by the tutors/Teachers to analyze each
student’s activities and performance after interacting with the system. These reports are used to
keep track of the student’s performance and help them by providing valuable information for the
student’s betterment. This tool can also be used to monitor how the whole class is performing or
get a specific group of student’s performances. Math-Bridge system allows the teachers to work
with at the least 10 different reports and analyze their students’ works.

Figure 3.5: Math-Bridge teacher interface: reporting tool
The below figures shows the screenshots of how Math-Bridge can be used in multiple languages.
Figure 3.6, 3.7 gives an example of the Start page of Math-Bridge in 2 different languages

Figure 3.6 Math-Bridge Start Page in Spanish

Figure 3.7 Math-Bridge Start Page in English

Figure 3.8, 3.9 gives us an example of how not just the Start Page, but also the courses can be
done in multiple languages.

Figure 3.8 Math-Bridge Course in German

Figure 3.9 Math-Bridge Course in English

Chapter 4
Migrating Math-Bridge

4.1 Storing educational data with Derby
As seen above from Chapter 2, educational data is a necessity when it comes to an ITS like
Math-Bridge. In this section is discussed how and what data is stored Derby.

4.1.1 Derby-an Insight
Apache Derby is a relational database that provides a client/server model and is completely built
in Java. It can be very easily included in a Java solution using the provided embedded drivers
because when it is written at one place, it can be run at any place making it very robust as it is
platform-independent.
Apache Derby first was born with the name of Cloudscape by Cloudscape Inc. in 1996. It was
later acquired by IBM and formed as IBM Cloudscape 5.0. Then by 2004, it became Open
Source at Apache.
Derby is provided and accessible from a jar file and all the processes take place within the
executable itself in the Java Virtual Machine.
The below Figure 4.1 shows how Derby accesses database with just a single JVM.

Figure 4.1: Derby access through JVM, referred from [11]

Derby is like any other databases which has the standard SQL features like rows, columns,
tables, views, index, all constraints like primary-key, foreign-key and all joins, procedures,
triggers, functions, etc. All the relational database features and operations are also performed and
satisfied by Derby as well.
The API of Derby uses JDBC and SQL technologies and the famous developer tool used is ij,
which is a scripting tool for performing SQL commands in derby using Command line.
Here is an example, Figure 4.2 of how to connect to a Derby Database from an IDE, which
follows the below set of steps to establish a connection with Derby.

Figure 4.2: Connect to Derby from an IDE

4.1.2 Math-Bridge Data organization in Derby
In Derby, the educational data is stored into multiple databases varied across different tables,
spread between numerous rows and columns. The types of database schemas include:
derby_am_core_db, derby_ learner_history_db, derby_gapstorage_db, derby_notes_db.
derby_am_core_db: contains the core information, user profile and account data and usergroups
data, book data, exam data, exercise and test data.
derby_ learner_history_db: contains assessment data, belief content, course data, events
performed by users including when exercise was started/finished, login data, assessment and
goals.
derby_gapstorage_db: contains learning gap data and tutor information.
derby_notes_db: contains notes in the system.

4.2 Problems
The main issue with all this data in Derby was that it was taking a whole lot of time for maverick
to process all that information and it was less efficient when multiple users logged into the
system at the same time.
The issue occurs because Maverick internally tries to connect through xml with derby and gets
the raw data back and tries to fill in the gaps in the xml file and the processing is all done in the
server level, thereby making it time-consuming process.

4.3 Exported MySQL data base
Educational data is in this section is discussed how and what data is migrated into MySQL.

4.3.1 MySQL-an Insight
MySQL is popularly known Relational Database which is available for free. It is popular because
of its capability to manage huge databases and because of how fast it can perform even with such
huge amounts of Data. Also, the fact that it can be created and maintained locally makes it very
interesting for use.
Like any other Relational Databases, MySQL also follows the same principles and it can be
represented as below Figure 4.3 to show how the data is actually stored.

Figure 4.3: MySQL storage of Data, adapted from [12]

Just like Derby, JDBC connection to MySQL can be done as follows:

Figure 4.4: JDBC connection to MySQL

4.3.2 Exported MySQL data

The MySQL database is created by exporting all the sample derby data manually into the
localhost of the machine using a tool called, SquirrelDb. This tool enables to connect to both
derby and MySQL databases at the same time and copy the databases by going over each and
every table in derby. Each table from all the 4 above mentioned database schemas in derby is
manually copied into MySQL with the same names and structures.

4.4 Migration procedure
The migration of data from Derby to MySQL is done using a client tool called Squirrel SQL.
This tool is first opened and the required Apache Derby Driver is added as follows.

Then, the existing databases in Derby are added one by one- am_core_db,
learner_history_derby_db, notes_derby_db, gapstorage_derby_db.

Now, similarly for the migration process the MySQL databases needed be created in localhost
using MySQL Server Client. Then these empty database schemas are filled up with the data from
their respective Derby database counterparts.
First, the MySQL driver is added as follows.

Then, the empty MySQL databases created before are connected with the MySQL Driver. This is
done for all the 4 databases as before- am_core_db, learner_history_derby_db, notes_derby_db,
gapstorage_derby_db.

Migration takes place one by one from one database to another, from one table to another.

First, the connection to the Derby database is made and the tables are loaded.

Then, connections to the MySQL databases are made.
Here, in this example it is showed how a table from am_core_db is migrated from Derby to
MySQL.

The required table is first ‘right-clicked’ upon and then ‘Copy Table’ option is selected.

The copied table is then pasted in MySQL by choosing ‘Paste Table’ option as below.

This copies the Table along with all its Table structure, schema names and key constraints and is
migrated into MySQL.

Repeating the same process for all the tables from all 4 databases in Derby migrates all the data
into MySQL. This can be verified by refreshing the MySQL data using MySQL Server Client
tool as below.

4.5 Evaluation

This section provides a comparison between the time taken by Derby Database and MySQL
Database, to produce the same report from both separately, thereby showing the necessity to
move data from Derby to MySQL. This is an Example Visualization Report using MySQL data
that successfully connects with MySQL database and reports back JSON data which are then
visualized using D3 Charts.
Firstly, connecting the Maverick command to existing report to fetch data from Derby, we get
the following result.

It took 0:15,19 (mm:ss) to get the data from Derby. The user revathy santhanam (amateur) is the
new test user created in Math-Bridge with 2 exercices to test that the activity details in Derby are
from the server.

Then, connecting the Maverick command to the report to fetch data from MySQL, we get the
following result.

The resulting Report data is as follows. This does not have the user revathy santhanam (amateur)
since the below data is from MySQL and above was from Derby, where the user’s data is.

It took 0:09,20 (mm:ss) to get the data from MySQL. This proves that data migration to MySQL
would be of a great benefit for Math-Bridge when multiple users are accessing the system at a
time and when huge amount of data is involved.

Chapter 5
Learning Analytics Framework

5.1 Architecture
As discussed in Chapter1, this thesis creates a new Framework for the operation of Math-Bridge
without the use of an additional Program called ‘mybatis’; thereby making it easier for data
access and faster operations. This also provides no surprises in the end, since it is a
straightforward approach.
Originally, any reports run on Math-Bridge server gets results through the ‘Maverick’
Framework, with request to the ‘mybatis’ which then provides the resultant data as XML content
from Derby database and returns it to Maverick which is then produced on screen for the user
requesting the report. In this approach, all the internal processes as to how Maverick manipulates
with the XML is unknown and how the data is displayed is a mystery on its own. All the
database related statements are written in XML file and there is no proper Java Implementations
involved.
In this Thesis, A whole new Approach is devised which provides proper Java Implementations to
all the interfaces and a proper format to get data from MySQL is followed all throughout the
exam database. There is no more ‘Magic!’ but rather coding. Now Maverick requests data from
the Java Controller which then directly runs SQL queries on the MySQL database and the results
are returned to the Controller and displayed at user-end and the example HTML file which runs
an Ajax query provides a success notification if the right data comes back.
This framework can be made use of to do reporting on Math-Bridge with exam related
information and provide faster results compared to its ‘mybatis’ counterpart because of No-XML

approach, the data is retrieved faster using just Java Coding on the client end in comparison to
performing huge operations at the Server-end. Thus, the server load is reduced.
The whole issue with the old way of doing things and the new way is depicted below in the flow
chart diagram. In the diagram, it is seen that previously a ‘mybatis’ program was made use of to
perform the database operations. The mybatis worked together with maverick to provide the
results from the database onto an xml-file that was read out on the screen. But, now mybatis is
completely removed and maverick gets commands directly from the MySQL.

Figure 5.1: Difference between Old and New approaches

The existing system uses the below format of XML coding to query the Derby Database. It uses
XML to Delete, Select, Insert or Update the SQL data. This was completely removed in the new
Framework.

With only Java, SQL queries can be easily transformed without using XML. This is shown
below and it is much simpler than before to get the required data or insert any data into MySQL.
No use of extra conversions needed by the server and it is free to do other works instead of
converting XML data.
For example, the different ways of writing updateExam procedure in both old and new ways are
shown above and below.

5.2 Example Report – 1
Using the above Framework, an example Report is developed in Java. This Report is a Java
Controller that uses Ajax to query the MySQL. First, Maverick runs the controller and this
controller creates an Ajax call to the highest level Exam Interface implemented. This interface in
turn using Java SQL Statements queries the MySQL Database and gets back the Exam entries
and returns to the Controller, which then displays the returned row and a success notification.
Below it is shown how the new command is given to Maverick to get the data. A new html file is
created to use AJAX query and it is given as input to maverick. When it succeeded to load that
html file, it is asked to check the MySQL database for exam id =1, if it is found then the message
is displayed that the controller returned successfully.

The ajax call returns the response from the vm file, if it returns successfully else an error
response is displayed. At the same time, if maverick was not able to contact the controller itself,
then an error is returned.

The response from the client is displayed on the ajax html page as below, since it succeeded to
get the exam id back.

The below resultset shows the data returned from MySQL in the java console for the report.

The test data are the ones in MySQL, that are brought back to be displayed on the report. The
same data is shown in MySQL as well.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Discussion

6.1 Contribution of this thesis
This Thesis migrates all the data from Derby Database into MySQL Server successfully. In this
thesis, a new Framework for Math-Bridge is provided wherein the Exam data can be easily
accessed directly from MySQL without any extra platforms. This makes reporting easier and
faster. This Platform also enables several connections handling mechanism, in order to aid
multiple user(s) requests at the same time.
This thesis also provides an Example Visualization Report using MySQL data that successfully
connects with MySQL database and reports back JSON data which are then visualized using D3
Charts. There is also a comparison provided of the time taken to produce the same report from
both Derby Database and MySQL Database separately, thereby showing the necessity to move
data from Derby to MySQL.

6.2 Limitation of this thesis
This Thesis provides a Framework only for the Exam Information and can be used for reporting
out of only Exam Related information. The provided Visualization Report is visualized using D3
Charts and provides only the information for user-related information, like user names, user
activities, group names, etc.

6.3 Future work
The work done in this thesis can be further adapted to generate many other forms of reports
using various data available from Math-Bridge like Assessment Analysis, Performance Analysis,
Student capacity, Efficiency Calculation, etc. The same D3 charts can be used to get varied
reports from all the available data.
Similar to the Framework provided in this thesis for Exam Information, the entire System can be
re-modelled to completely make use of MySQL, thereby overthrowing usage of ‘mybatis’ and
‘Derby’. This will improve the performance of the system on the whole and not just the
Reporting Tools. It will also be powerful enough to handle multiple requests at the same time
from multiple users at the system level without overloading the Server.
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